BEHAVIOURAL DESIGN
FEST 2022
Thursday 15 September 2022
Crossbasket Castle, Glasgow
Early bird price (before 1 Aug) - £395 (inc VAT)
Standard price (1 Aug onwards) - £459 (inc VAT)
To book your place visit www.revolutionise.com
Contact James Tennet with any questions
james.tennet@revolutionise.com
+44(0)7729 381 521

LEARN HOW TO INFLUENCE MINDS & SHAPE BEHAVIOUR

WHO WANTS MORE INFLUENCE?
A unique showcase of inspirational people who work on positively influencing minds and
changing behaviour. Learn their techniques and leave empowered to kickstart the changes
you want to make.
Most of the things we do as humans have the ultimate
aim of influencing behaviour.

This is a full day event (in real life!) running 09:00-17:00
with insightful talks from 8 speakers.

That could be the behaviour of your colleagues,
children, customers, donors, voters, or even yourself.
Whether you are designing policies, designing
communications, designing experiences, designing
environments, or designing products, we are all
ultimately trying to shape perception and change
behaviour.

There will be a morning and an afternoon coffee break, a
fantastic lunch from the onsite Michel Roux Jr
restaurant, and a chance for networking at the end.

No matter what behaviour you are trying to change,
Behavioural Design is the method you need to be
successful. It will give you a profound understanding of
how people think and why they make decisions, which
will in turn allow you to design interventions that lead to
genuine and positive behavioural change.
Behavioural Design Fest 2022 features expert
practitioners from the diverse worlds of academia,
business, social change, politics, science and theatre.
The common theme that unites them all is how they use
their deep understanding of human behaviour to create
better art, products, services, experiences and
interventions.

You will leave full of inspiration from interesting people
outside your usual domain, and you will become better
at what you do – whether you work in management or
leadership, politics, fundraising, marketing, design,
entertainment, hospitality, anything!
So, leave your laptop at home, leave your
smartphone alone, and get ready to be inspired at a
real-life event again.

In collaboration with behavioural design experts:

Behavioural Design Fest was a rollercoaster of new
insights from surprising angles. It doesn’t matter if
you design a hotel, invent a product, or do political
campaigning: it’s all about psychology. This was a
true eye-opener for me.
David Bijker, Founder, Bijker.TV and Gapstars, board
member of Entrepreneurs Organization
Attendee at SUE Behavioural Design Fest 2019
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WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

Anyone who would benefit from having more
influence and the ability to positively shape their own
behaviour or the behaviour of others in their work or
personal life. This event really is open to anyone; if
you are a human, everything you do involves
behaviour at some level. Attendees at previous
Behavioural Design Fests have included senior
executives and high level leaders, creatives,
marketers, fundraisers, healthcare professionals,
politicians, artists, designers and entrepreneurs.

WHEN?

This is a full-day event on Thursday 15 September
2022, 09:00-17:00. We will have a welcome reception,
a morning and afternoon coffee break, a fantastic lunch
and networking at the end.

WHERE?

Crossbasket Castle, a spectacular 15th century
castle, just 20-minutes from Glasgow Central train
station and 30-minutes from Glasgow International
Airport. Read more about the venue here https://www.revolutionise.com/venue.

PRICE

ACCOMMODATION

This price includes the welcome reception, both coffee
breaks, fine-dining lunch, post-event networking and, of
course, 8 insightful, inspiring and enlightening lectures
from our fantastic speakers.

FOOD

HOW TO BOOK?

We have an exclusive partnership with a nearby
stylish 4-star hotel, Dakota Eurocentral. Guests at
Behavioural Design Fest benefit from special rates.

For lunch, we will dine in opulent surroundings with
dishes showcasing the very best of Scotland’s
renowned natural larder, and an added touch of
creative flair courtesy of the onsite Michel Roux Jr
restaurant.

Standard rate for the full-day event is £459 (inc. VAT)
Bookings made before 1 August benefit from the
early bird rate of £395 (inc.VAT)

Space is limited so we encourage you to secure your
space by booking now here - www.revolutionise.com

For any questions or queries, please contact
james.tennet@revolutionise.com
+44 (0)7729 381 521

Super inspiring event. The common theme through
all these talks is "how do you get people to do
things?". Every talk gave me new ideas and insights.
This was the best seminar in years.
Esther van Diepen, Founder, Mom in Balance
I was very happy that I treated myself to attend. It
was one thought-provoking talk after another.
Behavioural Change is a topic that fascinates me a lot
as an entrepreneur.
Florian Minderop, Founder, Mister Green
Attendees at SUE Behavioural Design Fest 2019
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SPEAKERS
TOM DE BRUYNE
Co-Founder, SUE Behavioural Design
Tom is a clinical psychologist, qualitative researcher, strategic planner, creative director,
business founder and TED speaker. As your host for Behavioural Design Fest 2021, he will
present an introductory session on ‘What is Behavioural Design – and why should you care?’.
Tom’s session will give you a fast-paced tour of behavioural design principles and, critically,
provide insights into the scope and potential of what you can do with them.
DR IAIN MACRITCHIE
Founder, MCR Pathways
Iain is Scotland’s leading expert in changing outcomes, quickly, at scale. He leads a pioneering
organisation, MCR Pathways, seeking to change the outcomes for the most disadvantaged
children in our society. Iain will draw on his vast experience in both the corporate and social
sectors to reveal the behaviours, actions and insight you need to drive dramatic outcome change.
KLAAS DIJKHOFF
Co-Founder, SUE & The Alchemists, author, former party leader and Secretary of State
Klaas is an entreprenuer, accomplished author, and former party leader and Secretary of State
for Security and Justice in the Netherlands. In his talk, he will dissect the irrationality of
decision-making in politics and society and show how insights from behavioural science are
needed to find new solutions rather than simply repeating old mistakes.
PROF DR NYNKE TROMP
Social Design and Behaviour Change, Delft University of Technology
Nynke works to understand what designers can do to solve complex societal issues. Her talk
will focus on harnessing the power of design to combat pressing social problems like obesity,
depletion of resources, and immigration. She will also explore the ethical challenges of
products and services changing our behaviour without us being aware of it.
PETER HIGGIN
Artistic Director, Punchdrunk Enrichment
Peter is a Founder Member of Punchdrunk, the world's leading immersive theatre company, and
Artistic Director at Punchdrunk Enrichment, their independent charity working with young
people, families and communities. Peter will speak about designing immersive and engaging
experiences that change lives, build communities and inspire action, and will also share insights
on what it takes to create powerful impact and take people on an unforgettable journey.
ASTRID GROENEWEGEN
Co-Founder, SUE Behavioural Design
Astrid is a social scientist who works in the space where science and creativity meet. Her passion is
helping people unlock the power of behavioural science to make better decisions in work, life, and
play. These skills should be available to everyone - not just a happy (or powerful) few. Astrid's talk
will reveal how the science of influence can help you design habits that make your teams flourish.
TIM VERSNEL
Behavioural Design Lead, SUE Behavioural Design
Tim Versnel is a city councillor in Rotterdam in a coalition that’s radically reintroducing nature to
the urban environment. He believes passionately that we must bring our society and production
back in balance with nature by being ruthlessly and religiously pragmatic in how we go about it.
Tim will speak on what must change, what the pitfalls are, and how it can all be achieved.
ALAN CLAYTON
Chairman,
Chairman,
Revolutionise
Revolutionise
International
International
Alan was an interrupter before disruption became fashionable. He combines scientific research
with emotion, storytelling and biting humour to inspire and really drive learning points home. In his
talk, Alan will take a deep dive into the topic of finding purpose. Organisations, business, groups
and people all need a purpose. A shared one. Alan will shows how this sparks real positive action.
You can view short teaser videos from all of our speakers here - https://www.revolutionise.com/speakersandsessions
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